11.3 Saying it with Pictures
Samburu

First herding

Then formal education acquisition

A multigrade class: on the right are the younger children, left the older girls and at the back the older boys.

Slates are used for writing
The younger boys: with persistence they can survive in school

But not so for the older girls who are further disadvantaged by traditions

An initiators pose: Councillor Letipila who started the Lchekuti OSP
Kisumu

Learning under the tree

The incomplete buildings

Several class levels (in this example 3) are housed in one room. Each level faces a different direction.
The Various uses of *Jambi* mats:

Used to construct the school

Or for partial shades

Or to sit on
A better positioning of the blackboard would ease the teachers work.

In the absence of seats, learners sit on the floor.

Solving the school uniform issue through use of overalls.